With the development of online shopping and the rapid growth of IT technology, among various forms of online shopping the intense competition also more deepen. So in online shopping and offline shopping can get differentiation characteristics of competitiveness, so our marketing target is the couples and planning to couples' activity is necessary. In this research, it is planning and implement an web site to design and implement sales strategies for the young people. For this, we analysis based on the existing commercial site' s event planning of couples, design and suggest
78 韓國컴퓨터情報學會 論文誌 (2011. 11.) strategy for increasing sales, construct a web site with couples' birthday marketing strategy and various commemorative activities and customer visit web sites with activities more prominent as the goal, and with marketing planning and information configuration as the centre. This is expected to be through to increase effect of the part of the object by customer group activities to improve sales.
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